Discovery Enterprises International is pleased to offer over 60 hours of select CSI Sports programming for license. The following series are available now for worldwide:

**Wide World of Fights, 10x60**
See pulse-pounding moments and fast-paced action from all styles of fighting from around the world. Featured are some of the best rounds in boxing, toe-to-toe exchanges in kickboxing, unbelievable competition in MMA, and highlights of martial artists from around the world.

**Tuesday Night Fights: KNOCKOUTS!, 10x60**
The most spectacular knockouts in the sport of boxing have been compiled into one exciting series for the first time ever. See the most sensational knockouts from the biggest fighters in the sport including George Foreman, Larry Holmes and Bernard Hopkins.

**World Championship Kickboxing, 10x60**
Intense, non-stop battles in freestyle kickboxing and Muay Thai competitions are featured in this exciting series. These programs feature World Championship competition from locations all over the globe including the U.S., Canada, Italy, France, China and Thailand.

**Breaking Weapons Freestyle, 20x30**
This series showcases some of the world’s most talented martial artists demonstrating all varieties of the arts.

**Best of World Championship Boxing, 10x30**
Featuring only the most thrilling, exciting, and competitive bouts from the World Class Championship Boxing series, including fights from former World Champions and Top Ten Contenders.

**Greatest Classics, 20x120**
This series is derived from the archives of the renowned USA Tuesday Night Fights series. Greatest Classics has been revered as the most valuable and comprehensive boxing series in the world. It consistently produced the most extraordinary and exciting fights for over a decade. The series features more former, current and future world champions than any other boxing series and has been classified as a legendary part of boxing history. Each episode features four fights, with the headliner fight at the end.

CSI Sports (New York), est. 1997, is a leading multimedia company that acquires, produces and distributes fight related content. CSI Sports currently syndicates its Fight Sports® branded block of programming to the Regional Sports Networks in the U.S. and worldwide to over 100 countries.

Elliot Wagner (Director) OFFICE 240.662.4378 EMAIL: elliot_wagner@discovery.com
Liz Wilson (Manager) OFFICE 240.662.2165 EMAIL: liz_wilson@discovery.com

To view our full list of programs, please visit: dediscovery.com, and click on “Private Networks.”
Discovery Enterprises International is proud to offer these entertaining and educational Hasbro Studio’s popular kids’ series for license worldwide.

**Transformers Prime Seasons 1 & 2, 52x30**
FOR AGES 8+
Roll out with Optimus Prime, Bumblebee, Arcee, Ratchet, Bulkhead, and the rest of the heroic Autobots as they battle the evil Decepticons. Team Prime may be few against the Decepticon hordes, but they find increased strength via bonds while delivering heavy metal action, nail-biting suspense and taking human drama to new levels.

**My Little Pony Friendship is Magic Seasons 1 & 2, 52x30**
FOR AGES 4-7
In the magical land of Equestria, a studious young unicorn is intent on enhancing her magical abilities. One day, she’s assigned a very important task by her mentor, Princess Celestia: “Get your muzzle out of those books and make some friends!”. In the fairytale village of Ponyville, Twilight Sparkle meets five new ponies and they teach her about the most powerful magic of all - the magic of friendship.

**G.I. Joe Renegades, 26x30**
FOR AGES 7-12
Branded as renegades for crimes they did not commit, a heroic group of young G.I.s are forced to turn fugitive as they battle to clear their names and expose the evil that is Cobra Industries. A seemingly benevolent mega-corporation, Cobra Industries is covertly intent on creating a new world order. G.I. Joe Renegades delivers fast-paced action and a touch of humor.

**Pound Puppies, 26x30**
FOR AGES 4-9
A pup for every person and a person for every pup!”, that’s the motto of the Pound Puppies, a team of fearless dogs whose sworn mission is to find homes for lonely puppies. They only LOOK like regular dogs. In fact, these pooches are dogs of action who match up pups with loving families - while they keep the humans at Shelter 17 clueless.

**The Adventures of Chuck and Friends Season 1, 26x30; Season 2, 13x30**
FOR AGES 3-5
Chuck is a smart and adventurous creative truck with the world at his wheels. He and his friends push the limits of their imagination and what they can build and do... which always ends with a lesson learned and our heroes totally covered in mud!

Hasbro Inc. is a branded company providing children and families around the world with a wide range of entertainment offerings based on the company’s world class brand portfolio. The Hub is a joint venture between Hasbro and Discovery Communications.
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To view our full list of programs, please visit doi.discovery.com, and click on “Private Networks”